Abstract-This paper presents a robust image watermarking scheme for copyright protection of digital images. In this work, Schur decomposition of host image is explored for watermarking . Watermark image is embedded in the two decompositions of Schur decomposition. Schur decomposition is computationally faster and robust to image attacks than Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Watermark image is embedded in the D component using scalar quantization. A copy of the watermark is embedded in the columns of U matrix using comparison of the coefficients with respect to the watermark image. Since same watermark is embedded in both U matrix and D matrix the robustness is improved. The proposed algorithm is more secure and robust to various attacks, viz., JPEG2000 compression, JPEG compression, rotation, scaling, cropping, row-column blanking, row-column copying, salt and pepper noise, filtering and gamma correction. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The ability to hide information or data without invoking suspicion is required in many applications, viz., copy right protection, data authentication, and security, which is having application in defense and military. These techniques are well known under terms of 'Cryptography', 'Steganography', and 'Watermarking'. Cryptography is about protecting the content of messages (their meaning), steganography is about concealing their very existence. The purpose of steganography is having a covert communication between two parties whose existence is unknown to a possible attacker. A successful attack consists in detecting the existence of this communication (e.g., using statistical analysis of images with and without hidden information). Watermarking, as opposed to steganography, has the (additional) requirement of robustness against possible attacks.
The process of embedding multimedia information into another object/signal can also be termed as watermarking. In watermarking, a watermark (image, PN sequence or audio) is inserted into the cover signal, viz., image, audio or video in an unperceivable manner and accordingly they are known Manuscript as image, audio, and video watermarking respectively.
Watermarking can be used to insert digital object identifier or serial number to help archive digital contents like images, audio or video. Normally digital contents are identified by their file names; however, this is a very fragile technique as file names can be easily changed. Hence, embedding the object identifier within the object itself reduces the possibility of tampering and hence can be effectively used in archiving systems. This is an important characteristic of watermarking, an additional advantage compared to other data hiding techniques, viz., cryptography and steganography.
Digital image watermarking algorithms available in the current literature are categorized into spatial, transform, and hybrid domain techniques. In spatial domain watermarking algorithms, the pixel intensities of the cover image are modified as per the watermark bits. These algorithms are simple, computationally less expensive, and more data can be embedded. However, these algorithms are not preferred as they are not robust to many image attacks and insecure.
In transform domain based watermarking algorithms, an orthogonal transform is applied to the cover image and is transformed into another domain. The transform coefficients of the cover image are modified as per the watermark bits. Transform domain based watermarking algorithms are secure and robust to many image attacks. However, more data cannot be embedded in the transform domain. Several transform domain based (DCT, DHT, SVD, DWT, and CT) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17] watermarking algorithms are available in the current literature. However, these algorithms fail to achieve all requirements of digital image watermarking system, viz., imperceptibility of watermark image, robustness against attacks, information hiding capacity, security, successful retrieval of watermark, and reduced computational complexity.
In hybrid domain watermarking algorithms, both the domains (spatial and transform) are explored for watermark embedding. One major requirement of watermarking systems is that the embedded watermark should survive even after common (and sometimes uncommon) image attacks namely, JPEG compression, rotation , scaling, etc. There are several image attacks listed in the literature. Checkmark [11], Optimark and Stirmark are three popular benchmarking tools used for assessing the robustness of the watermarking system. As per the available literature it is understood that not much emphasis is given on usage of these tools while assessing the robustness. In this work, Checkmark is used for assessing the robustness of the proposed watermarking system. This paper is organized as follows. As can be seen from U matrix, all the first two column elements are of same sign and difference of first two column elements is very small. In schur decomposition, there exists a strong correlation between the first row first column elementof and second row first column element. A matrix consisting of first row first column element of each schur decomposed U matrix block and another one consisting of second row first column element of each schur decomposed U matrix block is formed. Normalized cross correlation between the two matrices is calculated and is listed in Table 1 . For majority of the images, this value is very close to 1. For standard test images this value is computed and given below. For comparison, when SVD is used, the correlation value is very low compared to Schur decomposition shown in the Table 1 . 
III. SCALAR QUANTIZATION
There are several scalar quantization schemes available in the literature for watermarking applications. But, the scalar quantization, known as dither quantization proposed by Chen and Wornell [10] is used in this work for watermark embedding. Dither quantization is a variant of QIM [10] . Dither quantizers are quantizer ensembles. Each quantization cell in the ensemble is constructed from a basic quantizer. The basic quantizer may be chosen arbitrarily. However, the basic quantizer chosen here is a uniform quantizer.
The basic quantizer is shifted to get the reconstruction point. The shift depends on the watermark bit. The basic quantizer is a uniform scalar quantizer with a fixed step size. Even though, step size is fixed for an image, it varies from image to image. Proper value of step size has to be selected based on some experimentation. The quantized value is the center of the quantizer. Dither quantization of an image ) , ( j i h is described as follows:
The entire range h min ( minimum value of ) ,
) is divided into various bins as shown in Table 2 . A step size of T is taken as the difference from one bin to another bin. Each element of ) , ( j i h is checked for its position in Table 2 . 
(ii) If watermark bit is '0' then it belongs to Range 2 where Range 2 is defined as
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

A. Proposed Watermark Embedding Algorithm
The steps of embedding algorithm are as follows.
• 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the robustness of the proposed scheme, experiments are conducted on several images of benchmark image database [16] . These images are listed in Table 3 . However, the results for various attacks are presented by considering cover image 'Lena' as shown in Fig.1(a) . The size of the cover image is 512 x 512. The watermark image is of 32 x 32 size which is a logo 'JNTU' as shown in Fig.1(b) .
Step size in the scalar quantization is selected in such a way that the watermark extraction is perfect. It is taken as 60 for the experimentation. Imperceptibility of the watermark image in terms of PSNR is 43.05 dB. In addition to PSNR, other quality metrics [13, 15] are also used to assess the quality of the watermarked image and are listed in Table 3 . From Table 3 , it can be inferred that the quality of the watermarked is good .
All the attacks, except image tampering and JPEG2000 attack, are tested using MATLAB 7.0. JPEG2000 attack is tested using 'Morgan JPEG2000 tool box' [12] and image tampering is done with 'Paintbrush'. Various attacks used to test the robustness of the watermark are JPEG2000, JPEG compression, rotation, resizing, low pass filtering, median filtering, cropping, row column blanking, row column copying, salt & pepper noise, bit plane removal, gamma correction, and image tampering. The extracted watermarks after applying various attacks are summarized in Fig. 2 . Rotation is a lossy operation. The watermarked image is rotated by 15 0 to the right and then rotated back to their original position using bilinear interpolation. Resizing operation first reduces or increases the size of the image and then generates the original image by using an interpolation technique. This operation is a lossy operation and hence the watermarked image also looses some watermark information. In this experiment, first the watermarked image is reduced from 512x512 size to 256x256. By using bicubic interpolation, its dimensions are increased to 512x512. The watermarked image is compressed using lossy JPEG compression. When median filtering is applied to watermarked image, each output pixel in the attacked image contains the median value in the 3-by-3 neighborhood around the corresponding pixel in the input image.
Resizing operation first reduces or increases the size of the image and then generates the original image by using an interpolation technique. This operation is a lossy operation and hence the watermarked image also looses some watermark information. In this experiment, first the watermarked image is reduced from 512x512 size to 256x256. By using bicubic interpolation, its dimensions are increased to 512x512. The watermarked image is compressed using lossy JPEG compression.
The index of the JPEG compression ranges from 0 (best compression) to 100 (best quality).The proposed scheme works well even for 50% compression. Similarly, JPEG2000 compression is used to test the robustness with varying quality factor. The results are good indicating that the proposed method is able to survive even after JPEG2000 compression. The watermarked image is attacked by salt & pepper noise with a noise densities of 0.001 and 0.003. All the extracted watermarks are clearly visible indicating the proposed method's resilience to noise attack.
In row column blanking attack, a set of rows and columns are deleted.In this experiment, 10,30,40,70,100,120, and 140 numbered rows and columns are removed.
In row-column copy attack, a set of rows and columns are copied to the adjacent or random locations. In this attack, 140 th row is copied to 160 th row. Histogram equalization is a technique used in image processing to enhance images. In this work, the histogram of the input image is modified in such a way that the processed image histogram is nearly uniform. The watermark image is usually lost in the histogram equalization attack. The watermark is easily recognizable even after histogram equalization attack. The proposed algorithm is also resistant to biplane removal. In bit plane removal attack, the least significant bit of the watermarked image is replaced with a zero. In contrast enhancement attack, the contrast of the image changed by 50%. One common image attack while testing the robustness is the survival of the watermark image against noise attacks. The watermarked image is corrupted by salt & pepper noise with a density of 0.01.
In gamma correction attack, the watermarked image is mapped to another image by applying a non-linear mapping. Here, gamma specifies the shape of the curve describing the relationship between the input and output. The watermarked image is tampered by writing some 'slogan' on the hat of Lena. Other attacks that are included in Checkmark toolbox are change of aspect ratio, soft thresholding, hard thresholding, Frequency Mode Laplacian Removal, DPR, DPRcorr, template removal, sharpening, brightness enhancement etc.
The proposed algorithm is robust to many image attacks listed in Checkmark toolbox. However, for some image attacks like Collage attack, warping, shearing and projective transformation attacks, the performance of the proposed algorithm is not encouraging. Compared to Chung et al., method [18] the proposed is superior both in terms of PSNR and resilience to image attacks. A comparison is outlined in Table 4 . 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, a novel watermarking algorithm based on Schur decomposition is proposed. Schur decomposition is computationally faster compared to SVD decomposition and has some important properties (same sign in the column elements of U ) suitable for image watermarking applications. To improve robustness, a watermark is embedded in both U and D matrices of Schur decomposition. Since the proposed scheme is robust to many image attacks, this scheme can be used for copyright protection applications. Compared to an existing method by Chung [18] , the proposed method is superior in terms of PSNR of the watermarked image and robustness to image attacks.
